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Manali is the most beautiful hill station in Himachal Pradesh. This beautiful state is located in the
northern India. This wonderful state is home to numerous beautiful hill stations which truly are very
worth to visit and explore. This astounding state easily attracts all sorts of tourist from every nook
and corner of the entire world. Be it an active, leisure, family or honeymoon vacation this beautiful
state offers everything to all the visitors, truly if you want to feel the real time of your life then visit
the world of Himachal and enjoy loads of fun and excitement.

Among the numerous hill stations the most picturesque hill station Manali is among the most
travelled. The wonderful landscapes and the natural charming beauty of this hill town is truly is very
beautiful and this make this hill town the most admired destination in India. Lovingly this beautiful
town is called as â€˜Mini Switzerlandâ€™. The natural beauty of this hill resort truly adds glamour to this hill
station, the beautiful river which swiftly meanders through, the lovely fruits orchids, exotic varieties
of wild aromatic flora and lots of synthetic attraction truly would Keep the visitors and the newlywed
couples engrossed them as their visit with any Manali tour packages offered by any leading tour or
travel management.

Some of the most prominent tourist attractions and destinations which truly are not to be missed are
such as listed below:

Solang Valley

Solang Valley is the most prominent destination which is just located 13 km away from the Manali.
This splendid valley is beautifully perched between the Solang Village and Beas Kund. The Solang
valley has two distinct features which truly lush green during the summers and capped with snow
during the winters. This wonderful destination is called as Snow Point and is bliss for all the
travelers to this hill town. The world renowned mountaineering institute, wonderful picnic spot and
the charming view of the glaciers are sheer wonders which truly will spurt magical spell on you on
your visit to Manali with any Manali packages.

Naggar

Naggar is the most charming and beautiful town which is just located 12 km away from Manali. This
scenic place truly is very worth to visit and explore and truly this scenic place is situated in Kullu
valley. This picturesque scenic town is endowed by the mountain peaks, dense green forests, lush
green meadows, green vegetations and the excellent resorts easily attracts tourist from all over the
globe for amazing vacation. Beside the natural wonders this serene place is also dotted with
amazing and excellent temples which truly are wonder and worth to visit and explore. Some of the
major tourist attractions and destinations castle houses, Nicholas Roerich Art Gallery, Jagatipatt
Temple, Tripura Sundari Temple, Dagpo Shedrupling Monastery and numerous alike which truly are
very worth to visit and explore.

Well beside these there are numerous tourist attractions and destinations which easily attract the
vacationers when in this picturesque hill town with Manali tours. Thus come to Manali and enjoy
your vacation in most splendid and delightful unique experience.
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